Delay and power minimization are two important objectives in the current circuit designs. Retiming is a very effective way for delay optimization for sequential circuits. In this paper we propose a framework for multi-level global placement with retiming, targeting simultaneous delay and power optimization. We propose GEO-P for power optimization and GEO-PD algorithm for simultaneous delay and power optimization and provide smooth wirelength, power and delay tradeoff. In GEO-PD, we use retiming based timing analysis and visible power analysis to identify timing and power critical nets and assign proper weights to them to guide the multi-level optimization process. We show an effective way to translate the timing and power analysis results from the original netlist to a coarsened subnetlist for effective multi-level delay and power optimization. Our GEO-P achieves 27% average power improvement and our GEO-PD provides gains in both delay and power improvement. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper addressing simultaneous delay and power optimization in multi-level global placement.
INTRODUCTION
Delay minimization and power minimization are two important objectives in the design of the high-performance, portable, and wireless computing and communication systems. Thus, a considerable research effort has been made in trying to find power and delay-efficient solutions to circuit design problems. One such procedure that is applied at the logic level is circuit placement.
The placement problem for a given sequential netlist involves global placement and detailed placement. Global placement identifies the partition block-level location for cells, whereas detailed placement provides complete location information for each cell while preserving the global placement. Recently, global placement has attracted significant attention due to tighter circuit constraints and increasing complexities. There are three major approaches to global placement: min-cut based algorithms, analytical approaches, and simulated annealing techniques. The min-cut based approach uses top-down methods to recursively partition a circuit into smaller sub-netlists. Due to the high flexibility and small runtime of this approach, it has been adopted in many modern state-of-the-art placement algorithms.
In this paper we propose a framework for mincut-based global placement with retiming, simultaneously optimizing delay and power. We first discuss the importance of retiming delay and visible power as opposed to the conventional static delay and total power for sequential circuits. Then we propose GEO-P, the modified version of GEO targeting power optimization. We use visible power analysis to guide the partitioner to group gates such that long wires are not driven by the gates with high switching activity. We also propose GEO-PD algorithm for simultaneous delay and power optimization. In GEO-PD, we use retiming based timing analysis and visible power analysis to identify timing and power critical nets and assign proper weights to them to guide the multi-level optimization process. In general, timing and power analysis are done at the original netlist while a recursive multilevel approach performs partitioning and placement on the subnetlist as well as its coarsened representations. We show an effective way to translate the timing and power analysis results from the original netlist to a coarsened sub-netlist for effective multi-level delay and power optimization.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes problem formulation. Section 3 is devoted to our algorithm. Section 4 presents our experimental result and analysis. Finally, the last section presents our conclusions.
PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a sequential gate-level netlist NL(C, N)
, where C is the set of cells representing gates and flip-flops, and N is the set of nets connecting the cells, the purpose of the Performance driven Global Placement with Retiming (PGPR) problem is to assign cells in NL to m×n (= K) blocks while area constraint for each block is satisfied. In other words, the placement region is divided into m×n tiles, and we perform cell placement at the center of these tiles. Given a PGPR solution B, let (B) and (B) respectively denote the wirelength and retiming delay. The formal definition of PGPR is as follows:
PGPR Problem: the Performance driven Global Placement with Retiming (PGPR) problem under the given area constraints A = (L i ,U i ) has a solution P: C B, wherein each cell in C is assigned to a unique block, where B = {B 1 (x 1 ,y 1 ), B 2 (x 2 ,y 2 ),..., B K (x K ,y K )} denotes the set of blocks and (x i ,y i ) represents the geometric location of B i . B is feasible if it satisfies the following conditions:
The objective is to minimize (B) while maintaining an acceptable (B).
Delay Objective
By employing the concept of retiming graph, we model NL using a directed graph R = (V, E 
Wirelength Objective
We model netlist NL using a hypergraph H=(V, E H ), where the vertex set V represents cells, and the hyperedge set E H represents nets in NL. Each hyperedge is a non-empty subset of V.
The y-span, denoted h y , is calculated using the y-coordinates. The sum of x-span and y-span of each hyperedge h is the half-parameter of the bounding block (HPBB) of h and denoted HPBB(h). The wirelength (B) of global placement solution B is the sum of HPBB of all hyperedges in H.
Power Objective
For power objective, we model NL as hypergraph H=(V, E H ) as discussed in Section 2.2. Let V dd denote the supply voltage, f is the global clock frequency, C g (v) and C w (v) represent the gate capacitance and wire capacitance seen by gate v, and SA(v) is switching activity of v. C g (v) is the sum of the input capacitance of all sink gates driven by v. Let n v denote the net whose driving gate is v. Let VG be the set of visible gates that is defined as VG={v|s(n v )=1}, if n v is cut. Then, the visible power consumption (B) of global placement solution B is calculated as follows:
The rationale is that the power consumption by the gate driving a long wire is much larger than that of short wire. We note that C w (v)=HPBB(n v ) C g (v), the wire capacitance C w (v) is the only factor that changes based on a placement solution. Thus, we attempt to minimize the visible power in our algorithms.
METHODOLOGY
Overview of GEO-PD Algorithm
An overview of the GEO-PD algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . GEO-PD is a multi-level global placement for simultaneous delay and power optimization. GEO-PD places the given netlist NL into K=n×m dimension using a top-down recursive bipartitioning approach. GEO-PD consists of two subroutines: GEO-PD-2way recursively bipartitions NL, whereas GEO-PD-Kway refines these partitioning results occasionally. GEO-PD-2way is performed on the sub-netlist, whereas GEO-PD-Kway is performed on the entire netlist. Initially, the partitioning tree T has only root node R, and all cells in NL are inserted into R. The FIFO (First In First Out) queue Q is used to support the recursive breadth-first cut sequence.
GEO-PD-2way first generates the sub-netlist from the given partition tree node and performs multi-level clustering on it. We use ESC clustering algorithm [1] for this purpose. Then we obtain a random initial partitioning B among the clusters at the top level of the hierarchy. The subsequent top-down multi-level refinement is used to improve B in terms of delay and power. We perform retiming based timing analysis RTA [2] to identify timing critical nets. We also perform power analysis [4] to identify power critical nets. Then we compute the delay and power weights for the nets in the sub-netlist. The subsequent iterative improvement through cluster move tries to minimize the weighted cutsize. Finally we project the current solution to the next level coarser netlist for multi-level optimization. At the end of GEO-PD-2way, two new children nodes are inserted into T based on B.
GEO-PD-Kway refinement is performed when we obtain 2 j partitions (j > 1) from GEO-PD-2way (4, 8, 16 partitions, etc). We first perform a restricted multi-level clustering, where grouping among cells in different partition is prohibited. This allows the partitioner to preserve the initial partitioning results. Then we again perform multi-level partitioning in the same way as in GEO-PD-2way for additional delay and power improvement. GEO-PD-Kway is applied onto the global netlist for more global level optimization.
Weight Computation
For simultaneous delay and power optimization, we first identify timing and power critical nets and assign proper weights to them to guide the optimization process. A net is timing critical if it lies along a critical path and power critical if it has high fanout with large wirelength and is driven by a gate with high switching activity. In GEO-PD, retiming delay and visible power are
=========================================== GEO-PD(NL,K) insert all cells in NL to root node R in T insert R into Q (= FIFO queue) while (leaf nodes in T < K) N = remove front element in Q GEO-PD-2way(N) (= bipartitioning on N) split cells in N into N1 and N2 insert N1 and N2 into Q and T if (2^j leaf nodes exists in T, j>1) GEO-PD-Kway(T) return T -------------------------------------------GEO-PD-2way(N)
NL' = sub-netlist containing cells in N ESC(NL') (= multi-level clustering on NL') h = height of the cluster hierarchy B = random partitioning for clusters at h for (i = h downto 0) NL'(i) = coarsened NL' at level i while (gain)
DELAY-WEIGHT(NL'(i)) POWER-WEIGHT(NL'(i)) net weight = power + delay weight while (gain) move cells in NL'(i) update B project B to level i-1 return B -------------------------------------------GEO-PD-Kway(T) B = initial partitioning for NL from T ESC'(NL) (= restricted clustering) perform multi-level partitioning update T ===========================================
Figure . Overview of the GEO-PD algorithm
minimized through retiming based timing analysis [2] and visible power analysis [4] . We use sequential slack to compute how much time slack exists before timing violation occurs after retiming. These values are then used to compute the delay weights of the nets for retiming delay minimization. In case of power optimization, we use switching activity and gate/wire capacitance to compute power weights of the nets for visible power minimization. Both delay and power weights are added together, and GEO-PD performs multi-level partitioning to minimize the total weighted wirelength.
We note that the multi-level approach [1] is very effective in minimizing the weighted cutsize and wirelength. However, timing and power analysis is typically done at the original netlist while a recursive multi-level approach performs partitioning and placement on the sub-netlist as well as its coarsened representations. Thus, it is crucial that we have an effective way to translate the timing and power analysis results from the original netlist to a coarsened sub-netlist. Figure 2 shows DELAY-WEIGHT(NL') algorithm. Before we perform retiming based timing analysis (RTA), we initialize the edge delay in R (= retiming graph) based on the current placement results. We set the delay of edges to their Manhattan distances. Then, a Bellman-Ford variant RTA is performed from a given feasible delay to compute sequential slack. For each cluster C from the given coarsened sub-netlist NL', we compute C(R), the set of all the nodes in R that are grouped into C. We use the minimum slack among all cells in C(R) as the slack for C. The reason we use the minimum slack value is since the critical path information is preserved regardless of multi-level clustering results (we have also performed experiments using average slack value instead of minimum. But the minimum slack method generated better delay results).
Delay Weight Computation
After the cluster slack computation is finished, we sort the clusters in a non-decreasing order of their slack values. We store the top x% (we use 3% in our experiment) into a set X. For each net that contains only the clusters in X, we use the following equation to compute the delay weight:
This equation gives higher weights to the nets that contain smaller minimum cluster slack, thus giving higher priority to the nets containing more timing critical clusters. For those clusters that is not in top x%, we give dwgt(n) = 0 and performing partitioning using only cutsize weight as in ESC [1] . Instead of requiring all clusters in a net to be timing critical, we tried another scheme where we give delay weights to the nets with 2 or more timing critical clusters. Our related experiment indicates that this approach produced worse results. Our extensive experiments indicate that =25, p1=1, and x=3% are an excellent empirical choice. Figure 2 shows POWER-WEIGHT(NL'), our power weight calculator. As discussed earlier in Section 2.3, our goal is to minimize visible power consumption i.e. power consumption by the gate driving a long wire (among blocks). Then our goal is to minimize the weighted wirelength. For a net driven by a gate v, we use the following equation to assign power weight:
Power Weight Computation
where SA(v), C g (v) and C w (v) respectively represent the switching activity, gate capacitance and wire capacitance seen by gate v. We use C w (v)= HPBB(n v ) Cg(v). This equation gives higher weights to the nets that have high fanout, larger wirelength, and source gate with high switching activity. In a multi-level approach, each net in the original netlist NL is transformed depending on the given subnetlist NL' and its multi-level clustering information. For example, n a ={a,b,c,d} in NL becomes n C1 ={C1,C2}, if NL' contains a and b only and a is clustered into C1 and b into C2. In this case, we compute HPBB(n a ) based on the location of C1, C2, c, and d, and use SA(a) in our power weight equation. Our extensive experiments indicate that =25 and p2=0.3 are an excellent empirical choice. Since GEO-PD algorithm aims for simultaneously delay and power optimization, by disable retiming analysis and setting delay weight to zero, our algorithm GEO-P can target only for power optimization.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our algorithms are implemented in C++/STL, compiled with gcc v2.96, and run on Pentium III 746 MHz machine. The benchmark set consists of six big circuits from ISCAS89 [5] and four big circuits from ITC99 [6] suites. We generate random switching activity values for these circuits since such information is not available. The sis package from the university of California at Bekeley can compute the switching activity for sequential circuits, but it takes a prohibited amount of runtime even for a circuit with a few thousand gates. We assume unit delay for all gates in the circuits. Table 1 shows the statistical information of benchmark circuits. We provide the number of gates, PI, PO, and FF for each circuit. Dr and Ds represent the lower bound on retiming delay and static delay, which are calculated by assigning zero delay to all edges and performing retiming and static timing analysis. Gr and Gs represent retiming delay and static delay from our GEO-PD. We note that retiming can improve the delay results significantly. For example, delay can be reduced by 32% from ESC for s38417 with retiming, which makes retiming a very attractive choice for delay optimization. This explains why our ======================================== DELAY-WEIGHT(NL') set delay of edges in R (= retiming G) perform RTA(R) (= timing analysis) compute sequential slack for nodes in R for each cluster C in NL' C(R) = all cells in R grouped into C slack(C) = min among cells in C(R) X = top x% clusters with small slack for each net N in NL' if (all clusters in N are in X) compute delay-weight(N) using Eqn1
Nv' = corresponding net in NL compute HPBB(Nv') compute power-weight(Nv) using Eqn2 ========================================
Figure 2. Delay and power weight computation in GEO-PD
GEO-PD algorithm focuses on retiming delay as opposed to static delay.
We conduct experiments using ESC [1] , GEO [2] , and our GEO-P and GEO-PD algorithms. ESC is a state-of-the-art cutsize driven multi-level algorithm, and GEO is a state-of-the-art simultaneous cutsize and delay driven multi-level algorithm. GEO-P is obtained by setting delay weights of GEO-PD to zero for power optimization only. Lastly, GEO-PD is a simultaneous power and delay driven multi-level algorithm. We report wirelength, retiming delay, and visible power. Note that the delay and power results are based on block location. We report 8×8 global placement results. We report average improvement ratio normalized comparing with ESC (lower than unity means improvement). We also report the average runtime of each algorithm measured in second. Table 2 shows the results among ESC, GEO, GEO-P, and GEO-PD. GEO has 10% better retiming delay than ESC at the cost of 16% increase in wirelength. Our GEO-P has 27% better visible power than ESC at the cost of 10% increase in wirelength. Finally, GEO-PD has 5% better retiming delay and 14% better visible power than ESC at the cost of 25% increase in wirelength.
GEO-PD improves the retiming delay of s38584 by 21%. The visible power improvement is as much as 31% for s9234. Moreover, the retiming delay and visible power improvement is consistent among all 10 circuits. In overall, GEO-PD reveals a smooth wirelength, delay, and power tradeoff curve and improves both delay and power results of ESC at the cost of increase in wirelength.
CONCLUSIONS
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper addressing both delay and power optimization in multi-level placement. In addition, we demonstrated the importance of optimizing the retiming delay and visible power as opposed to the conventional static delay and total power. We demonstrated how wirelength has conflicting objectives against power and delay and proposed an effective algorithm GEO-PD for smooth delay, power, and wirelength tradeoff. We also propose GEO-P, which achieve 27% improvement in terms of power.
